Primary Scavenger Hunt

Welcome to AVAM’s 23rd original exhibition, The Great Mystery Show! Explore the first floor hallway, and second floor gallery and prepare to be mystified!

1. Name one visionary artist in The Great Mystery Show who lives (or lived) in Baltimore.

2. Find Antar Mikosz’s artwork *The Gateway*. Study it for a few minutes. Where do you think this portal leads?

3. Name two pieces of artwork that feature planets or outer space.
   1.
   2.

4. Find the painting *Nocturn* by George Figgs and look at it for a few moments. How does it make you feel?
5. Match each artist with the material they used to make their artwork.

   a. Aric Wanveer  Beads
   b. Nancy Josephson  Cloth and Embroidery
   c. Christian Twamley  Peeps
   d. Chris Roberts-Aniteau  Fused Metal & Glass

6. Name the artist who made both a cat and a bat:

7. Which artist’s prosthetic leg is on display in The Great Mystery Show?

8. After viewing the exhibition, decide which piece represents the BIGGEST mystery to you and sketch it below. If you could ask the artist one question, what would it be?
Find your way through the zagava tree
from the Osbick bird to Emblus Fingby.